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Synopsis

Discover how China emerged from centuries of isolation and transcended famine and civil war to become one of the most powerful nations in the world. Learn how and why this once reclusive nation opened up its borders, leaped forward, and grew into a bustling metropolis. History of China: History of an Empire: An Historical Overview of China & East Asia, from Ancient China to Communism & Modern Capitalism, delivers a quick glimpse at the people and events that made China an economic superpower. Discover the most influential dynasties, how they rose to power and how they molded the nation. Witness the rising threat of Genghis Khan and his massive Mongol army, the rise and fall of communism, the Cultural Revolution, the influx of capitalism, and China’s economic explosion. Explore the religion, culture and folklore that inspired it all. History of China: History of an Empire: An Historical Overview of China & East Asia, from Ancient China to Communism & Modern Capitalism delivers a brisk dunk into Chinese History designed to arouse your curiosity and inspire critical thinking about the shaping of China. From the Han Dynasty to the collapse of the Communist Party, each chapter compels you to a greater understanding of the far-reaching effects of people and events of the past. Dip into Chinese history today and learn about the rulers, foes, politics, and wars that shaped modern thinking and built the foundation of one of the most powerful nations in the world. Download your copy today
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China is one of the world's four ancient civilizations and considered world’s oldest and richest continuous cultures, over 5000 years old. That's why I think it is important to include them in our list when we wanted to know and learn more about world history. Most people want to know which Chinese history books are recommended to learn about dynasties, weapons, culture, and the Chinese people. And I found this book as a great reference for teachers, students, and anyone interested in a basic overview of Chinese history. So if you wanted to read a good summary on China's background, this would be a great book to read.

This book covers the history of China to about 1800. I'm not a big fan of reading history, but I wanted to know more about Chinese history, recognizing what a huge subject that is and how little I knew about it previously. This book was just what I was looking for. It covers the key people, the expanding/shrinking empires, major culture trends, and of course the history, at a deep enough level so it made sense, but not so deep that I got lost in it. It's somewhat confusing, but that's more due to the complexity of the subject matter and my ignorance than any fault of the book. I would recommend it.

China is an amazing country and are known for a unique culture and population. Whenever I see some phones, China comes to mind, they also have some quality clothes. This book, however, talks about the history of this great country, their different government practices from the early ages to the present time. Some dynasties were also explored and the role they played in changing the nation. One of which was the Han Dynasty and it was also the longest ruling dynasty. The Chinese are also known for a diversified religion, popular among them is Buddhism. This is really a short read with many facts about China.

This is a well-written account of a fascinating country and its people. This was a great overview of what is known about Chinese history. This book was perfect focused on ancient civilization's history. It was very detailed, comprehensive, and composed of useful information. This book does an excellent job of condensing centuries of history into its most salient points. The authors manage to pick the biggest factors of change or stability in each time period, and do a good job of tying in the
high points of Chinese culture, including art, religion and philosophy.

Very informative book on history of China! It has shown China from the ancient times, explaining things that made this country the powerful one as it is now. I think this has been an interesting and informative read. There are some facts here that I didn’t see in other history books before. I found out a lot of interesting facts about the religion as well as its culture. I was very interested to read about the folklore of China and much more. Really worth read, thanks!

This book is a great guide about history of China. My friend recommends me this book, very well written and had great knowledge. I start learning this book and collect vast knowledge about Chinese history. This book is so good for Chinese history lovers. I highly recommend this book to all history addicted persons. This book will definitely helps you to find all answers of your questions. Thank you author for this great guide.

This is a lovely book on China which is one of the world’s most powerful countries. They have an economy which has grown far in the past years despite the famines and bloody civil wars they experienced in the past. This book on China has brought the characteristics and things that pertain to it to limelight and has disabused the wrong notion many had about it as a weak country. It was worthwhile and also interesting.

Informing! I really loved reading books about ancient civilization, because I’m a bit curious in the recent discoveries they are somehow more advance compares to us. The human history is a very entertaining subject to discuss or have a debate. In this book you will learn a lot of different things about the ancient civilization. It is always a good idea to read history books because it will grant us a lot of knowledge. Really worth reading!
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